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Abstract

Three papers have been published in the special issue of the JGR on �Stress Transfer�
Earthquake Triggering and Time�dependent Hazard�� These papers are
��� Helmstetter� Kagan� and Jackson ������� SCEC publication number is � ����
��� Kagan �����a�� SCEC � �	
� and
�	� Kagan� Jackson� and Liu ������� SCEC � �		 �see reference section for more detail�� Below
we list abbreviated and edited abstracts of these papers� and we show several representative

gures from these publications�

Several other our papers and submitted manuscripts are related to the topic of this proposal
�Zaliapin et al�� ����� Kagan and Houston� ����� Kagan� ����b� Kagan et al�� ����� Helmstetter
et al�� ����a�b�� In this report we do not have space to discuss these papers and manuscripts�
See details and their SCEC numbers in the reference section� The documents are accessible
through our Web sites�
http�scec�ess�ucla�edu�ykaganagnes index�html
http�www�ldeo�columbia�edu�agnesPAPHKJ�SRL�����pdf
http�scec�ess�ucla�edu�ykagansrl relm index�html



Stress transfers and earthquake
triggering
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Figure �� Distribution of distances between
hypocenters N��R� t� for the Hauksson and Shearer
	����
 catalog� using only earthquake pairs with inter�
event times in the range 	t� ����t
� Time interval t in�
creases between �� minutes �blue curve� to ���� days
�red curve�� We divide the earthquake pair number by
R so that horizontal line would correspond to � � ��
The black line is the function N��R� measured for all

earthquake pairs� it has a fractal dimension �� � ���
for ��� � R � � km�

We compute the stress tensor in the upper crust of
southern California as a function of time and compare
observed seismicity with the estimated stress at the
time of each earthquake� Several recent developments
make it possible to do this much more realistically
than before� ��� a wealth of new geodetic and geo�
logic data for southern California and ��� a catalog of
moment tensors for all earthquakes with magnitudes
larger than � since ���� and larger than � since �����
We model crustal deformation using both updated
geodetic data� and geologically determined fault slip
rates� We subdivide the crust into elastic blocks� de�
lineated by faults which move freely at a constant rate
below a locking depth with a rate determined by the
relative block motion� We compute normal and shear
stresses on nodal planes for each earthquake in the
catalog� We consider stress increments from previous
earthquakes ��seismic stress��� and aseismic tectonic
stress� both separately and in combination� The loca�
tions and mechanisms of earthquakes are best corre�
lated with the aseismic shear stress� Including the

cumulative coseismic e�ects from past earthquakes
does not signi�cantly improve the correlation� Cor�
relations between normal stress and earthquakes are
always very sensitive to the start date of the catalog�
whether we exclude earthquakes very close to others�
and whether we evaluate stress at the hypocenter or
throughout the rupture surface of an earthquake� Al�
though the correlation of tectonic stress with earth�
quake triggering is robust� other results are unsta�
ble apparently because the catalog has so few earth�
quakes�
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Figure �� Fractal dimension of Figure � curves
�crosses� and cumulative �in time� curves �circles� as
a function of time interval t� using the Hauksson and

Shearer 	����
 catalog� Distance interval is ��� � R �
� km�

Stress and earthquakes in southern
California� 
����	���

We estimate the relative importance of small and
large earthquakes for static stress changes and for
earthquake triggering� assuming that earthquakes are
triggered by static stress changes and that earth�
quakes are located on a fractal network of dimen�
sion D� This model predicts that both the number
of events triggered by an earthquake of magnitude
m and the stress change induced by this earthquake
at the location of other earthquakes increase with
m as � ��Dm��� The stronger the spatial cluster�
ing� the larger the in�uence of small earthquakes on
stress changes at the location of a future event as
well as earthquake triggering� If earthquake magni�
tudes follow the Gutenberg�Richter law with b � D���
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small earthquakes collectively dominate stress trans�
fer and earthquake triggering� because their greater
frequency overcomes their smaller individual trigger�
ing potential� Using a Southern California catalog�
we observe that the rate of seismicity triggered by
an earthquake of magnitude m increases with m as
���m� where � � ���� � ����� We also �nd that
the magnitude distribution of triggered earthquakes
is independent of the triggering earthquake�s magni�
tude m� When � � b� small earthquakes are roughly
as important to earthquake triggering as larger ones�
We evaluate the fractal correlation dimension D of
hypocenters using two relocated catalogs for South�
ern California� The value ofD measured for distances
��� � r � � km is D � ��� for the Shearer et al�

	����
 catalog� The value of D re�ects both the struc�
ture of the fault network and the nature of earthquake
interactions� By considering only those earthquake
pairs with inter�event times larger than ���� days�
we can largely remove the e�ects of short�term clus�
tering� Then D � �� close to the value D � �� � ���
predicted by assuming that earthquake triggering is
due to static stress� The value D � �b implies that
small earthquakes are as important as larger ones for
stress transfers between earthquakes� and that con�
sidering stress changes induced by small earthquakes
should improve models of earthquake interactions�
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Figure �� Focal mechanisms of earthquakes for
��������� in the southern California area and major
surface faults� Lower hemisphere diagrams of focal

spheres are shown� the diagrams can be thought of
as ��D rotations of the mechanism� Data are from
Ellsworth 	����
 and Toppozada et al� 	����
 with ad�
dition of others� All events with magnitude m � ���
are replaced by extended sources� containing several
smaller rectangular dislocation patches matching to�
tal earthquake moment� Symbol size is proportional
to earthquake magnitude� Since earthquake magni�
tude �uctuates in the diagram from ��� to ��� the
symbol sizes are not very di�erent� More densely
striped �beachballs� correspond to point sources� less
densely striped symbols are used for assembled ex�
tended sources� Stripes in beachballs are concen�
trated towards the assumed earthquake fault�plane�
Diagrams are colored according to the consistency of
the focal mechanisms with the tectonic and coseis�
mic static stress accumulated� starting with ����� by
origin time of earthquake� Red means that the focal
mechanism is consistent �correlated� with the stress
tensor� blue �black� signi�es the anti�correlation�

Earthquake slip distribution� A
statistical model
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Figure �� Slip trajectory versus time� San An�
dreas at Wrightwood� CA� thick solid line � measure�
ments� thin solid line � simulation� thin dotted line �
Gaussian approximation �see Equations � and ��� Av�
erage estimate and ��� con�dence limits are shown�

The purpose of this paper is to interpret slip
statistics in a framework of extended earthquake
sources� We �rst discuss the deformation pattern
of the Earth�s surface from earthquakes and suggest
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that the continuum versus block motion controversy
can be reconciled by the model of a fractal distribu�
tion of seismic sources� We consider earthquake slip
statistical distributions as they can be inferred from
seismic moment�frequency relations and geometrical
scaling for earthquakes� Using various assumptions
on temporal earthquake occurrence� these distribu�
tions are synthesized to evaluate the accuracy of geo�
logic fault slip determinations and to estimate uncer�
tainties in long�term earthquake patterns based on
paleoseismic data� Because the seismic moment dis�
tribution is a power�law �Pareto�� a major part of
the total seismic moment is released by major earth�
quakes� M � ������ Nm �moment magnitude m � ���
for these large earthquakes the rupture is con�ned to
the upper brittle layer of the crust� We review the
various moment�frequency and earthquake scaling re�
lationships and apply them to infer the slip distri�
bution at area� and site�speci�c regions� Simulating
the seismic moment and strain accumulation process
demonstrates that some synthetics can be interpreted
as examples of a quasi�periodic sequence� We demon�
strate the application of the derived slip statistical re�
lations by analyzing the slip distribution and history
of the San Andreas fault at Wrightwood� CA �Weldon
et al�� ����� Scharer et al� ������

In Figure  we show the Gaussian approximations
of random uncertainties 	Kagan� ����� his Eq� ��� Za�
liapin et al�� ����� their Eqs� �� and ��
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where �y and 	�y are the conditional mean and vari�
ance of each normalized summand� given the restric�
tion on the maximum slip y� These Gaussian esti�
mates reasonably approximate the accumulated vari�
able� see more in 	Zaliapin et al�� ����
�
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